Limited Debt
Waiver

Limited Debt Waiver for New, Certified
Pre-owned and Used Volkswagen Vehicles
Consider this…
If you experience a total loss and have outstanding
debt on your vehicle Loan, your insurance company
may only pay the fair market value of your vehicle.

Insurer Payout
Outstanding Loan Balance

We have you
covered
Volkswagen Protection Plus Limited Debt Waiver
is a debt assistance product designed to protect
Customers from their outstanding financial
obligations, in the event their Volkswagen vehicle
is involved in an accidental collision resulting in
a total loss.
In the event a Customer’s Volkswagen vehicle is
declared a total loss by their primary insurer,
Volkswagen Finance will waive theoutstanding debt
on their corresponding vehicle Loan, up to $50,000.
The Volkswagen advantage
01 Available for all new, Certified Pre-owned and used
makes and models when the vehicle is financed
through Volkswagen Finance
02 Available on Loan amounts up to $125,000,
with coverage for negative equity

Dollar Value

How will you pay out your Loan balance?

Negative Equity
Limited Debt Waiver
covers this amount

Term of Ownership

It doesn‘t
have to be
complicated

03 Terms available up to 84 months
04 Payout of up to $1,000 of primary
insurance deductible

For example

05 Coverage against full loan amount
(with accessories too), not just price of car

Outstanding Loan Balance

$35,000

Insurer Payout

$25,000

Debt Waiver

$10,000

The contents provided in this brochure are only a summary of certain terms and
conditions of the contract. Please refer to the actual contract for complete details.
The terms and conditions of the contract shall supersede the contents provided in
this brochure. Available in British Columbia and Quebec. European or US models may
be shown. Photos for illustration purposes only. Some items, such as wheels, may
be unavailable on some trim levels when vehicle is built or may not be available in
Canada. (E&OE). ©Volkswagen Canada, “Volkswagen Protection Plus”, “Volkswagen“
and the Volkswagen logo are registered trademarks of Volkswagen AG.
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